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Vampoodle 2018-09 there s a puppy party in the backyard but the scaredy dogs skedaddle
when ghosts and ghouls begin to arrive what should the pups do don costumes and join the
halloween parade of course a fun follow up to joan holub s step 2 reader shampoodle
Disney/Pixar Story Collection 2008-08-12 five disney pixar early readers come together in
one book featuring stories based on the blockbuster movies toy story finding nemo cars
ratatouille and monsters inc this paperback collection is an amazing value
I Like Stars 2010-03-31 i like stars blue stars far stars shooting stars i like stars
Big Egg 2010-04-14 one morning hen wakes up and finds a gigantic egg in her nest whose ege
can it be here s a hint hen it doesn t belong to that wily fox
Cat Traps 2010-05-05 cat wants a snack cat sets a trap cat gets in trouble simple sentences
and snappy illustrations make this a purr fect first step into the joy of reading
The Statue of Liberty 2010-05-26 over 125 years ago our beloved statue of liberty made its
way to new york harbor this step 2 non fiction reader uses illustrations and photographs to tell
the story of how lady liberty was sculpted transported from france unveiled and made into an
american icon
Paw Patrol 2023 this step 3 step into reading leveled reader is based on disney pixar elio
Disney/Pixar Elio Step Into Reading, Step 3 2024-02-06 american girl addy fights for
freedom during the civil war in this all new step 3 step into reading leveled reader that takes
place in 1864 and includes an addy poster addy walker escapes a southern plantation during the
turbulent civil war meet addy as she and her mother make a daring journey from slavery to
freedom in 1864 addy s story is sure to engage young girls as they learn what it was like to be a
girl during the civil war in this step 3 step into reading leveled reader great for american girl
fans ages 5 to 8 the book comes with an addy poster step 3 readers feature engaging characters
in easy to follow plots about popular topics for children who are ready to read on their own
introduced in 1986 american girl s flagship line of historical characters features 18 inch dolls
books and accessories that give girls a dramatic understanding of the role women and girls
played in shaping our country
Freedom for Addy (American Girl) 2021-08-24 five classic little golden books have been
adapted as early readers in this step into reading collection with five step into reading stories
featuring some of the most beloved little golden book characters of all time from the classics the
poky little puppy the shy little kitten tawny scrawny lion scuffy the tugboat and tootle this
collection of fun and engaging step 1 readers will help children develop a lifelong love of reading
step 1 readers feature big type and easy words rhymes and rhythmic text paired with picture
clues help children decode the story for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin
reading
Five Classic Golden Book Tales 2018-09-04 american girl samantha stands up for what s
right in this all new step 3 step into reading leveled reader that takes place at the turn of the
century in 1904 and includes more than 30 stickers it s 1904 the turn of the 20th century and
samantha parkington is a nine year old orphan living with her rich grandmother when samantha
sees a friend in need she makes space to help and a speech worth more than gold meet
grandmary nellie uncle gard and more people in samantha s world while learning what it was
like to be a girl in 1904 in this step 3 step into reading leveled reader great for young american
girl fans ages 5 to 8 the book includes more than 30 stickers step 3 readers feature engaging
characters in easy to follow plots about popular topics for children who are ready to read on
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their own introduced in 1986 american girl s flagship line of historical characters features 18
inch dolls books and accessories that give girls a dramatic understanding of the role women and
girls played in shaping our country
Samantha Helps a Friend (American Girl) 2021-07-13 a dog and his pet cat share good night
kisses and playful dreams until morning wakes them in this bedtime story for youngest
beginning readers step 1 readers feature big type and easy words for children who know the
alphabet and are eager to begin reading rhyme and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help
children decode the story and look for the sequel to this popular leveled reader sleepy dog wake
up
Sleepy Dog 1984-10-12 illus in full color an ancient history lesson emerges from this account of
the way the greeks tricked the trojans and rescued helen of troy the book is well tailored to
younger readers with careful explanations and short sentences a pronunciation guide is
appended drawings portray the story s main events a nice supplement to units on ancient
greece or mythology booklist
The Trojan Horse: How the Greeks Won the War 2013-08-28 number one new york times
bestselling author tad hills returns with an all new level 1 step into reading story about rocket s
100th day of school rocket the beloved dog from the new york times bestselling picture books
how rocket learned to read and rocket writes a story is busy collecting 100 things to take to
school on his 100th day and he has the perfect place to keep them safe that is until bella a
squirrel who loves acrorns gets involved with predictable patterns simple words lots of repetition
and bright colorful illustrations this new rocket book will charm young readers and they can read
it all by themselves step 1 readers feature big type and easy words rhymes and rhythmic text
paired with picture clues help children decode the story for children who know the alphabet and
are eager to begin reading
Rocket's 100th Day of School 2014-12-23 mr rabbit s feet are stuck in cement and all of his
friends are trying to get him out follow their hilarious hijinks in this delightful tale of what
happens when you don t pay attention to where you are going
Richard Scarry's Watch Your Step, Mr. Rabbit! 2016-03-22 the disney princesses come together
in one collection of early readers featuring belle cinderella snow white sleeping beauty
andjasmine in their own special stories this paperback bind up includes five step into reading
titles
Princess Story Collection (Disney Princess) 2007-08-28 reading is matter of survival with the only
official leveled reader series based on minecraft bonus includes over 30 stickers minecraft is the
best selling video game of all time and now learning to read has never been more fun for fans of
the game ages 4 to 7 they ll get a great introduction to the game s survival mode when two
players emmy and birch and their tame wolf byte set out to explore build craft and survive in the
epic expanse of the overworld step 3 readers feature engaging characters in easy to follow plots
about popular topics for children who are ready to read on their own 2021 mojang ab and
mojang synergies ab minecraft and mojang are trademarks or registered trademarks of mojang
synergies ab
Survival Mode! (Minecraft) 2021-05-25 the wild kratts go in search of wolves coyotes and
wild dogs of all sizes in this step into reading leveled reader target audience nature science and
animal fans ages four to six and their parents pbs s successful animated show wild kratts joins
the adventures of zoologists chris and martin kratt as they travel to animal habitats around the
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globe along the way they encounter incredible creatures while combining science education with
fun children ages four to six can learn all about the wild cousins of man s best friend from robust
canines like wolves to sneaky foxes and more this step 2 step into reading leveled reader is full
of fun and learning
Wild Dogs and Canines! (Wild Kratts) 2020-01-07 join chase marshall skye and the rest of
nickelodeon s paw patrol as they find adventure and make a new friend named tracker boys and
girls ages 4 to 6 will love this step 1 deluxe step into reading leveled reader step 1 readers
feature big type and easy words rhymes and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help
children decode the story for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading
Meet Tracker! (PAW Patrol) 2016-08-02 a young girl makes so many demands on the robot she
has constructed that he runs away
Robot, Go Bot 2013-06-25 how do you remember things president abraham lincoln used a
special trick he placed reminders under his top hat read all about it and more in this leveled
reader perfect for president s day and for anyone looking to discover fun facts about one of our
nation s greatest presidents this step 3 history reader shares some fascinating anecdotes about
abraham lincoln one of our greatest presidents abe started out in life as an absent minded
frontier lawyer how did he nudge his memory he stuck letters court notes contracts and even his
checkbook in his trademark top hat when he took off his hat it was all there young readers will
be utterly engaged with how abe s humanity comes across in this accessible easy to read book
step 3 readers feature engaging characters in easy to follow plots about popular topics these
books are for children who are ready to read on their own
Abe Lincoln's Hat 2013-02-12 a picture book biography on science superstar neil degrasse tyson
the groundbreaking american astrophysicist whose work has inspired a generation of young
scientists and astronomers to reach for the stars perfect for stem curricula and readers of all
ages young neil degrasse tyson was starstruck when he first visited the sky theater at the
hayden planetarium in new york city he couldn t believe the crowded glittering night sky at the
planetarium was real until a visit to the country years later revealed the impossible that
discovery was like rocket fuel for neil s passion about space his quest for knowledge took him
from the roof of his apartment building to a science expedition in northwest africa to a summer
astronomy camp beneath a desert sky and finally back home to become the director of the
hayden planetarium where it all began before long neil became america s favorite guide to the
cosmos this story of how one boy s quest for knowledge about space leads him to become a star
scientist is perfect for young readers who are fascinated by the universe aspiring scientists and
the dreamer in all of us it will ignite your own sense of wonder
Starstruck 2018-10-09 in this makes me angry a young boy is not having a good day and
between the sopping wet towels in the bathroom and his homework that s been colored all over
in crayon he knows just whom to blame his little brother jack the boy s day only gets worse
when he leaves jack and goes to school thankfully his principal knows exactly what will help by
drawing events of the day the boy is able to slow down and reflect on what made him mad so
that when he returns home his messy crayon covered little brother no longer seems so bad the
dealing with feelings series of early readers are designed to give voice to what s brewing inside
through short simple text and repetitive observational phrases the child will learn to name their
emotions as they also learn to read
This Makes Me Angry 2018-06-12 illus in full color designed for children who are just beginning
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to read independently this humorous story has very large print simple vocabulary and lively
amusing illustrations should be appealing whether used for reading alone or reading aloud
bulletin center for children s books
My New Boy 2009-07-22 illus in full color with black and white full color photos beginning with
the death of tutankhamen the book moves forward to archaeologist howard carter s discovery of
the tomb information about ancient egyptian life is interspersed in a clear smooth fashion
throughout a good way to get readers into non fiction booklist
Tut's Mummy 2013-09-25 illus in full color a comedy about a menagerie of barnyard animals
who mistakenly think the sun has forgotten to rise designed for children just beginning to read
the story s vocabulary is simple yet is smoothly written a good choice booklist
Wake Up, Sun! 2013-04-24 thomas is convinced that he can drive himself when he heads off
on his own he learns that stopping can be harder than starting this classic story originally by the
reverend w awdry has been adapted to appeal to the reader who is just beginning to read
includes fun language building activities
Thomas Comes to Breakfast (Thomas & Friends) 2004-06-22 this book is a simple retelling
of the old testament story of the shepherd boy david whose faith in god helped him overcome
the philistine giant goliath
David and the Giant 1987-10 this step 3 step into reading leveled reader is all about american
girl molly and her christmas on the home front during world war ii in 1944 with more than 30
stickers included the battles of world war ii may be a world away but molly mcintire and her
family do what they can to help from the 1944 home front meet molly and her family and get to
know what it was like to be a girl celebrating christmas during world war ii in this step 3 step
into reading leveled reader great for young american girl fans ages 5 to 8 the book includes
more than 30 stickers step 3 readers feature engaging characters in easy to follow plots about
popular topics for children who are ready to read on their own introduced in 1986 american girl s
flagship line of historical characters features 18 inch dolls books and accessories that give girls a
dramatic understanding of the role women and girls played in shaping our country look out for
these other great books samantha helps a friend american girl 9780593381878 freedom for
addy american girl 9780593381915
Molly's Christmas Surprise (American Girl) 2021-09-07 join blaze and the monster machines for
monster phonics blaze aj gabby and their friends roar into reading in this fun and educational
phonics book set container
Monster Phonics (Blaze and the Monster Machines): 12 Step Into Reading Books
2016-09-06 scenes from the disney film peter pan on opposite pages have slight differences for
the reader to distinguish
Peter Pan 1998 this step 2 step into reading leveled reader is based on disney and pixar s luca
streaming now on disney set in a beautiful seaside town on the italian riviera disney and pixar s
original feature film luca is a coming of age story about one young boy experiencing an
unforgettable summer filled with gelato pasta and endless scooter rides luca shares these
adventures with his newfound best friend but all the fun is threatened by a deeply held secret
they are sea monsters from another world just below the water s surface girls and boys ages 4
to 6 will love this step 2 step into reading leveled reader step 2 readers use basic vocabulary
and short sentences to tell simple stories for children who recognize familiar words and can
sound out new words with help
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Friends Are Forever (Disney/Pixar Luca) 2021-05-04 this step 3 step into reading leveled reader
is based on disney encanto now streaming on disney disney encanto tells the tale of an
extraordinary family the madrigals who live hidden in the mountains of colombia in a magical
house in a vibrant town in a wondrous charmed place called an encanto the magic of the
encanto has blessed every child in the family with a unique gift from super strength to the
power to heal every child except one mirabel but when she discovers that the magic
surrounding the encanto is in danger mirabel decides that she the only ordinary madrigal might
just be her exceptional family s last hope girls and boys ages 5 to 7 will love this step 3 step into
reading leveled reader based on the animated feature film step 3 readers feature engaging
characters in easy to follow plots about popular topics for children who are ready to read on
their own
Mirabel's Discovery (Disney Encanto) 2021-10-12 the poky little puppy stars in his first step
into reading book this step 1 step into reading title has been adapted from the original little
golden book story the poky little puppy for children just learning to read freshly illustrated in the
style of the original book this simple sweet story about a familiar puppy and his roly poly tumble
bumble adventures will inspire confidence in the newest readers step 1 readers feature big type
and easy words for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading rhyme and
rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children decode the story
The Poky Little Puppy Step into Reading 2015-01-06 beth admires her friend molly s
courage but on a visit to molly s country home beth surprises herself with her own bravery when
the two become lost within the maze of a cornfield
Molly the Brave and Me 1990-03 power up your child s reading with mario luigi and their friends
in the super mariotm first ever step into reading level reader nintendo and super mario fans
ages 5 8 will love to meet mario luigi and all their friends and foes in this step 3 step into
reading level reader step 3 readers feature engaging characters in easy to follow plots about
popular topics for children who are ready to read on their own mario first appeared in 1981 with
the arcade classic donkey kongtm and has since gone on to star in many adventures allowing
him to evolve into the beloved icon he is today he is a video game sensation appearing across
all genres from action platformers to sports kart racing and beyond
Meet Mario! (Nintendo) 2021-05-25 jim ellen and judy see their friendship threatened when their
uncontrollable fighting in school gets them in trouble with the principal
The Jellybean Principal 1994-04 the beloved tale of disney dumbo is now a step 1 deluxe step
into reading early reader with over 30 stickers the lovable elephant dumbo takes flight in this
step 1 deluxe step into reading leveled reader based on the disney animated classic film dumbo
and just in time for the march 2019 theatrical release of the new live action dumbo this book is
perfect for children ages 5 to 7 and it comes with over 30 stickers step 1 readers feature big
type and easy words rhymes and rhythmic text paired with picture clues help children decode
the story step 1 is for children who know the alphabet and are eager to begin reading on their
own disney dumbo a tale of a beloved big eared elephant who overcomes his fears and teaches
that our differences are what make us great is an animated classic for all ages
Dumbo Deluxe Step into Reading (Disney Dumbo) 2019-01-08 not so sure that she wants
to be a tinker fairy tinker bell asks her friends to help her find a new talent with disastrous
results
A Fairy Tale 2008 a step 2 step into reading leveled reader based on the disney classic film the
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lion king simba the lion will one day become king but his uncle scar has other plans join simba
and his father mufasa and his friends nala timon and pumbaa as they earn their place in the
circle of life this step 2 step into reading leveled reader is based on the walt disney animation
studios the lion king and is perfect for children ages 4 to 6 step 2 readers use basic vocabulary
and short sentences to tell simple stories for children who recognize familiar words and can
sound out new words with help disney s the lion king is a timeless tale of family bravery and
loyalty and stars simba the lovable lion cub
The Lion King Deluxe Step into Reading (Disney The Lion King) 2019-07-02
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